
RHYS MEGGY

“He appears as a leader more than a junior, which is not very common.  He holds his own
against silks and comes out winning.” 

- Chambers & Partners, High Net Worth Guide 2023

“A sought-a er advocate and source of wise advice.  An impressive orator, very clever, and
knows exactly what to do.  He is extremely easy to get along with and very sharp.”

- Chambers & Partners, Financial Crime 2023

“An exceptional barrister who never ails to deliver.  He is well suited for serious fraud and
complex cases. His ability to handle and steer his client through a di icult and serious
business crime fraud over many weeks is impressive.”

- Legal 500, Business and Regulatory Crime 2023

“a phenomenally-intelligent advocate, and extremely brigh , tenacious and strategic in his
approach.”

- Legal 500, Fraud: Crime 2023

 

BIOGRAPHY

Accomplished and highly sought-a er, Rhys Me y’s practice centres on defending allegations of criminality or regulatory
impropriety on the part of professionals and corporates.  He is e ually highly-regarded in the sphere of general crime and related
reputation management.

Uncommonly, he has extensive practical experience and deep understanding of the intersection of the civil and criminal jurisdictions,
and is as comfortable representing corporates as individuals

Rhys is noted by both Chambers & Partners and the Legal 500 for being as assured and e ective “in the boardroom” as he is “before the
senior judiciary or a jury”.  Since early in his career he has been speci cally recognised for his “strategic” and “commercially astute”
approach to cases, as well as his “ ine and balanced judgment”.  He has long been instructed alone in serious matters, o en appearing
against and alongside silks.

First and foremost - as also consistently recognised by the Directories - Rhys is a “commanding” “charismatic” and “tenacious”
courtroom advocate with an “authentic”, “un lappable” and “fearless” approach.   He prepares his cases with an assiduousness that has
gained him a steady reputation as “a great lawyer – always meticulously prepared, creative and user-friendly”, with written work that is
also “outs anding”.  “Very easy to get along with” and “well-rounded”, his manner with clients has variously been described as
“unders anding, honest” and “calming” as well as “inspiring con idence”

In the commercial criminal sphere, Rhys’ expertise includes defending allegations of: bribery and corruption; large-scale fraud and
false-accounting; tax evasion (both individual and corporate); insider dealing; breaches of the general prohibition under FMSA; anti-
competitive behaviour; breaches of export controls; insolvency and company law o ences; breaches of health and safety and
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environmental regulations; and money laundering.  In addition to FCA, SFO, HMRC, CMA and IS work, Rhys has a particular niche
in the defence of executives and corporates pursued by Companies House and the O ce of National Statistics.

His general criminal work covers the entire spectrum of o ences, not least: murder and manslaughter (including corporate); large
drugs conspiracies; sexual o ences; false imprisonment; robbery; GBH; the importation of rearms; blackmail; perverting the course
of justice; and misconduct in public o ce.  Rhys is e ually adept at defending people of good character in prosecutions of ‘lesser’
o ences with life-altering conse uences in the magistrates’ court.  He has represented many prominent people in worlds of
entertainment, sport and business, o en nipping cases in the bud pre-charge.    

Separately, Rhys has a well-established practice in the area of nancial services regulation, appearing before both the FCA’s
Regulatory Decisions Committee and/or the Upper Tribunal for both individuals and rms in connection with allegations of
misconduct or challenges to authorisation decisions.   He also fre uently advises parties to civil fraud litigation as to the criminal
implications of the conduct at issue in their High Court / Commercial Court proceedings, both in the UK and o shore (not least in
the BVI and Cayman).

In the uasi-criminal sphere, Rhys has longstanding experience of advising on and/or appearing in: anonymity and/or reporting
restriction applications; HMRC CoP8 and CoP9 tax investigations; HMRC compounding negotiations following from export nance
breaches; judicial review and/or ‘section 59 C PA’ proceedings relating to the seizure and retention of evidence; account freezing
order (AFO), cash detention and civil forfeiture proceedings; disputes concerning LPP and Independent Counsel reviews; and,
licensing proceedings before both local authorities and the magistrates’ court.

e depth and breadth of Rhys’ commercial awareness and operational business knowledge is in uenced by his experiences outside
his court practice.  Prior to coming to the Bar in England & Wales, Rhys worked at a law rm in the BVI, li uidating the feeder funds
of Bernie Mado ’s Ponzi scheme.  Later, in 2015-2016, Rhys was seconded to advise a global investment bank in respect of a wide
variety of nancial crime issues a ecting its day-to-day business, as well its own dealings with regulators in the context of bribery,
money laundering and tax compliance investigations.

Conse uently, Rhys is regularly called upon to advise corporates on the ade uacy/reasonableness of their systems and controls, having
particular regard to the statutory defences available to allegations of failing to prevent bribery, or, failing to prevent the unlawful
facilitation of tax evasion.  

Rhys won UK Financial Crime Junior of the Year at the Legal 500 Bar Awards 2022.

 

WHAT OTHERS SAY

Current uotes

"He is really strong in his advocacy. He commands the attention of the cour , is very articulate, tenacious and particularly strong on matters where
there is a cross-over between corporate and criminal work which really suits him because he is able to get to the crux of the issue quickly in complex
cases." Chambers & Partners High Net Worth (2023) 

"Has a very nice practice - he appears as a leader more than a junior, which is not very common. He holds his own against silks and comes out
winning". Chambers UK, Financial Crime: High Net Worth (2023)

"Rhys Me y is very good indeed. He's a good actician. He's very calming, and he's someone who leads rather than being led. I like him a lo , and I
know our team like him and use him. He's going a long way." Chambers UK, Financial Crime: High Net Worth (2023)

“Rhys Me y has a ast-growing repu ation for defending individuals acing inancial crime proceedings, and also provides counsel to corporations
on compliance questions. His practice spans ax fraud, money laundering and corruption matters. Me y is experienced in SFO, HMRC and FCA
investigations.” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2023)
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"Rhys is un azed and gives well-reasoned and logical advice. He is a sought-a er advocate and source of wise advice." Chambers & Partners:
Financial Crime (2023)

"Rhys is a really good, consistent and impressive operator. He is really good at pushing on and getting the job done." Chambers & Partners:
Financial Crime (2023)

"Rhys does a lot of excellent money laundering work. He is very clever and knows exactly what to do. He is extremely easy to get along with and
very sharp." Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2023)

“Rhys is an exceptional barrister who never ails to deliver. He is a phenomenally intelligent advocate, and is extremely brigh , tenacious and
strategic in his approach.' Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2023)

“In one case, part of the SFO’s long-running fraud and alse accounting prosecution involving the British government contractor Serco, Rhys
Me y acted alone as a junior defending an individual, following a deferred prosecution agreemen .”   Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2023)

“He is well suited for serious fraud and complex cases.  His ability to handle and steer his client through a di icult and serious business crime fraud
over many weeks is impressive” Legal 500: Business and Regulatory Crime (2023)

“First rate junior Rhys Me y continues to es ablish himself in the inancial crime space, regularly defending clients against SFO prosecutions.”
Legal 500: Business and Regulatory Crime (2023)

“He is bright and hard-working and his written work is outs anding. He inspires con idence in his clients and in those who instruct him.” Legal
500: Crime (2023)

uotes from previous years

“He is a great lawyer - always meticulously prepared, creative and user-friendly.” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2022)

“A leading junior in the ield of fraud. He has a deep knowledge of the law, ine and balanced judgemen , and the ability to consistently impress
with excellent results. He remains assured whether in front of the senior judiciary, a jury or advising in the boardroom.” Legal 500: Fraud -
Crime (2022)

“Rhys is an excellent barrister. He is an eloquent and powerful advocate. His written work is of the very highest s andard. He is undoubtedly a silk
in the making. He is extremely thorough, hardworking and exercises excellent judgemen .” Legal 500: Crime (2022)

“Whether in front of the senior judiciary, a jury or advising in the boardroom, he displays a deep knowledge of the law, ine and balanced
judgmen , and the ability to consistently impress with excellent results.' Undoubtedly destined to rise.” Legal 500: Business and Regulatory
Crime (2022)

“He is a commercially astute and well-rounded individual.' 'He is an excellent advocate and is always meticulously prepared.' 'He is tenacious and a
prominent junior in inancial crime work.” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2021)

“An up-and-coming junior, powerful advocate, hard-working and alented. An un lappable barrister who inspires con idence.” Legal 500: Fraud –
Crime (2021)

“A barrister who is meticulous when researching cases and fearless when presenting them. Rhys Me y's authentic, unders anding and honest
approach enables him to always uphold the best traditions.” Legal 500: Crime (2021)

“Very articulate, very clear and someone who'll grab the attention of the court and the jury, he has a lot of charisma.’ ‘Rhys has enormous,
unparalleled charm and is brigh , witty and engaging.” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2020)

“He is brigh , witty, all over the de ails and calm in the ace of adversity.” Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2020)
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“A commanding advocate whose client handling skills are also very good.” Legal 500: Crime (2020)

“Really bright and really hard-working,’ ‘he's wonderfully eloquen .” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2019)

“A forceful advocate who impresses all who come across him.” Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2019)

“A brigh , charming and eloquent junior.”  Legal 500: Business and Regulatory Crime (2019) 

“A junior with a ast-growing repu ation for defending individuals acing inancial crime proceedings, he also provides counsel to corporations on
compliance questions. His practice spans ax fraud, money laundering and corruption matters.” Chambers & Partners: Financial Crime (2018)

“He is quite old-school in his style and very charming. He handles delicate matters really well.” Chambers UK Financial Crime (2018)

“A wonderful advocate, and well on his way to becoming a top junior in commercial crime.” Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2018)

“Solicitors rate him for criminal da a protection, corruption and insider dealing matters.” Legal 500: Business and Regulatory Crime (2017) 

“Clever and sympathetic.” Legal 500: Fraud - Crime (2016)

 

 

RECENT & CURRENT CASES

Current and recent work includes:

Defending an individual prosecuted by the FCA on allegations of conspiracy to defraud and money laundering concerning a
failed investment scheme over a 2-month trial (leading). 
Defending two individuals prosecuted by the FCA on allegations of insider dealing over a 4-month trial (alone).
Defending a junior bank employee accused of market manipulation intended to harm a Middle Eastern state in FCA regulatory
proceedings before the Upper Tribunal (alone).
Defending an IFA accused of misconduct relating to the collapse of the British Steel Pension Scheme in FCA regulatory
proceedings before the RDC (alone).
Representing two HNWI in ‘s.59 proceedings’ following the defeat of an HMRC criminal investigation into cheating the public
revenue (alone).
Advising a Premier League football club subject to a civil investigation by HMRC (alone).
Defending a HNW Mayfair property developer ac uitted of conspiracy to launder the proceeds of crime a er a 2-week trial
concerning his business with the United Arab Emirates (alone). 
Defending an UNHW international property developer, defeating HMRC’s allegations of cheating the public revenue through
central management and control of o shore companies pre-charge (alone). 
Advising an asset and wealth management rm in respect of the corporate o ence of failing to prevent the unlawful facilitation
of tax evasion (alone).
Defending the child of a former head of state, defeating an AFO application brought by the SFO in respect of suspicions of
corruption and money laundering (alone).
Defending a multinational military vehicle manufacturer accused of breaching export controls, successfully mitigating what
otherwise would have been the second-largest compound settlement ever imposed by HMRC (alone).  
Defending an accountant implicated in the SFO’s ‘Serco’ prosecution, successfully obtaining anonymity for him in the trial that
resulted in the ac uittal of his co-defendants, a er the discontinuance of his own prosecution (alone). 
Representing a former professional footballer, defeating an AFO application brought by the NCA in respect of suspicions of
fraud and money laundering in Saudi Arabia (alone).
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Representing a Premier League football club suspected of cheating the public revenue, defeating HMRC’s criminal investigation
pre-charge (led)
Defending the CEO of a national engineering company accused of the bribery of a senior executive of Coca-Cola, defeating the
prosecution pre-trial in light of disclosure failings (led).
Defending over two dozen separate prosecutions of directors brought by Companies House on allegations of accounting failures
(alone).  
Representing a prominent businessman subjected to blackmail, securing anonymity for him and his family in circumstances
where those prosecuting his blackmailer had failed to do so (alone).
Representing an institutional cryptocurrency exchange in a successful challenge to the FCA’s refusal to register the rm under
the Money Laundering Regulations (led). 
Defending a middle-aged man falsely accused of rape and false imprisonment, securing his ac uittal upon exposing the
complainant’s history of making identically false allegations (alone).
Defending the architect of an international conspiracy to import Mach 10 machine-guns into the UK from the Neverlands
(alone).  
Defending a 15-year-old boy ac uitted of a widely-reported murder at the Central Criminal Court (led).
Defending numerous lead defendants in various conspiracies to import/export/supply commercial uantities of Class A drugs
(alone).
Defending numerous professional people prosecuted in the magistrates’ court for o ences of domestic abuse, harassment, and
other summary o ences.  

EDUCATION / EXPERIENCE

Education: London School of Economics, LLB

Languages: Welsh,  uent.
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